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Ships and seafaring were intrinsic to early English cultures, identifiable in the origin story of the 

adventus Saxonum, in the material cultures of 6th- to 10th-century England, and in later portrayals 

of good kingship. However, effective control of the sea only became critical to Anglo-Saxon kings 

in the 10th century, serving to legitimate their authority and demonstrate both power and prestige. 

Using a combination of historical texts and archaeological evidence, this article examines the 

intersection of kingship and sea-power in 10th-century England, both as practical necessity and 

cultural symbol of legitimate kingly authority. 
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Figure 1. Anglo-Saxon ship finds and key locations discussed in this article (E. Sebo). 

Figure 2. Anglo-Saxon ship finds and key locations discussed in this article (E. Sebo). 
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Maritime power was central to 10th-century English kingship, both in terms of cultural prestige and 

political power. In practical terms, it was central to the exercise of authority because English ports 

facilitated the trade and communication upon which the economy relied. It was also central to 

defending England against its most serious threat: Scandinavian raiders and large-scale Viking 

invasion forces. However, in some ways, its cultural impact—the idea of maritime power—may 

have been more important to stabilizing the kingdom than either of these practical aspects. In this 

article we assess the development of maritime power from Æthelwulf (839–858) to Æthelred II 

(978–1013), its changing use and effectiveness. Perhaps more importantly, we consider the cultural 

power of being perceived as a sea king, to what extent kings cultivated this image, and whether it 

increased their effectiveness as monarch. 

These questions have been somewhat confused by 18th- and 19th-century rhetoric around the role 

of the Royal Navy in establishing Britain’s empire and, therefore, British exceptionalism. Any 

arguments for the navy’s medieval origins must be viewed through the lens of the antiquarian 

interests of 18th- and 19th-century constitutional historians, and the quest to imbue the Royal Navy 

with ancient provenance and inherited tradition (Nicolas, 1847: 34–39; Hume, 1854: 66; Besant, 

1902: 205). Within this context there are two pervasive assumptions that must be dispelled: that 

Alfred the Great was the founder of the British Navy, and that Edgar ‘the Peaceful’ (959–975) 

maintained large fleets that undertook annual patrols of the British coast to maintain the peace of 

the Isles. We will address each in turn before returning to the question of how late Anglo-Saxon 

kings exercised maritime power. 

Alfred the Great: History and Myth 

The assertion that Alfred the Great is the founder of the Royal Navy has been challenged by modern 

historians, particularly Nicholas Hooper (1992: 17–19), N.A.M. Rodger (1997: 38–40), and Ryan 

Lavelle (2010: 141–142), the latter rejecting even the term ‘navy’ as implying an anachronistic 

permanence and organization. In this, we follow Lavelle’s lead, eschewing the use of the term 

‘navy’ as having unhelpful connotations of modern military practice. However, the association of 

Alfred with the beginnings of the navy remains pervasive; even the National Museum of the Royal 

Navy (2014) asserts unequivocally ‘[n]o navy or fleet existed in any shape or form in England until 

the reign of King Alfred.’ Yet, the first record of a naval battle clearly predates his reign. The 

Anglo-Saxon Chronicles report an engagement in 851 involving an ealdorman Elchere and King 

Æthelstan of Kent (839–c.853), who reputedly defeated a Viking force near Sandwich (Fig. 1) and 

captured nine ships (ASC B-F);1 a feat which suggests the English force was both well-equipped 

and experienced in strategy. This implies that a tradition of defensive naval action existed from at 

least the reign of Alfred’s father, Æthelwulf of Wessex (839–858). Æthelstan of Kent was likely the 

eldest son of Æthelwulf (and a brother of Alfred), operating as king of Kent under Æthelwulf’s 
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overlordship (Yorke, 1990: 148). However, it is perhaps not surprising that the skirmish has 

received little attention; Æthelstan remains an obscure figure of Anglo-Saxon history, disappearing 

from the record after this event, and the description of his victory neither details strategy nor the 

composition of his force. In contrast, the narrative of Alfred’s naval prowess in the Chronicles is 

detailed and focuses on his strategy and vision—also not surprisingly, given the Chronicles’ origin 

in Alfred’s court. Nevertheless, these features naturally caught the nation-building imagination of 

Victorian historians. 

In many ways, Alfred’s reputation as a naval innovator is founded on the 896 Chronicles entry 

which credits him with specific innovations in ship design. The Chronicles note that he: 

…had long-ships built to oppose the Danish warships. They were almost twice as long as the 

others, and also swifter, steadier, and higher. Some had 60 oars, some more. They were built 

neither on the Frisian nor the Danish pattern, but as it seemed to him himself that they could 

be most useful (ASC A-D, F). 

While no archaeological evidence of these ships survives, some scholars have attempted to 

reconstruct Alfred’s design. Lavelle’s hypothesis (2010: 143), which he represents 

diagrammatically alongside four known ship finds, is that Alfred’s vessels were longer again than 

Skuldelev 2, a mid-11th-century Irish-built Viking warship measuring 29.2 m and which was 

crewed by approximately 70 men (Crumlin-Pedersen, 2002). This would place Alfred’s ships close 

in size to the largest Viking ship ever discovered, the 11th-century Roskilde 6 (approximately 37 m) 

(Bill, 2008: 175–176). However, the fact that both Skuldelev 2 and Roskilde 6 (Fig. 2) are 11th 

century suggests that the ability to build ships of such a size is a later innovation. Edwin and Joyce 

Gifford suggest another model, but this time one which predates Alfred’s vessels by some centuries: 

the Sutton Hoo ship (27 m) (Fig. 1) (Gifford and Gifford, 2003; Tanner et al, 2020). Contemporary 

Scandinavian ship finds, such as the late 9th-century Gokstad ship (Fig. 2), are typically around 20–

23 m in length (Bill 2008, 172-174), and certainly there are no extant vessels from Alfred’s time 

either in England or Scandinavia that come close to being ‘almost twice as long’, and so it seems 

likely that the Chronicles exaggerate the ships’ size at least a little. Perhaps more significantly, the 

fact that the design described by the Chronicles does not appear to have been adopted by 

subsequent kings suggests that it did not prove very successful. 

Moreover, the praise of Alfred as a sea king in the Chronicles is belied by the fact that the battle in 

896 shows Alfred’s new fleet as flawed in either design, strategy, or technical skill. The chroniclers 

relate the first foray of the ships, in which nine of the new vessels were sent to attack six Danish 

ships at the Isle of Wight. Although Alfred’s forces won, only two of the six Danish ships were 

captured and, rather extraordinarily, all nine of Alfred’s ships ran aground. In fact, the Danes were 

only really defeated in the following land battle, as the crews of three beached Danish ships 

attacked the men of three grounded English vessels. Moreover, some of the Danes were able to flee 
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on board their ships, which lifted with the tide before the Anglo-Saxon fleet were able to relaunch. 

This may possibly have been due to the unusually large size of the Anglo-Saxon ships, or simply 

because the Anglo-Saxon ships were involuntarily grounded, while the Danish ships had been 

strategically beached. Either way, despite its overt praise, the Chronicles narrative reveals that 

Alfred was not a gifted maritime leader and that the new fleet suffered from ineffective ship design 

or inexperienced seamanship. 

It is also of note that both the Chronicles and Asser’s Life of Alfred refer to earlier examples of 

Alfred launching maritime offensives and that these suggest Alfred was building on a naval 

tradition, not inventing one. The first recorded naval engagement of Alfred’s reign is an attack on a 

fleet of seven ships in 875; the second, a skirmish with a flotilla of only four in 882 (Asser makes 

no reference to the naval force assembled in 896 as the Life of Alfred ceases to record events in 893) 

(ASC A-F).2 While both of these may be dismissed as the reactionary defensive manoeuvres of a 

‘ship-borne force’ rather than a coordinated ‘navy’ (Swanton, 1999: 2), Alfred’s deployment of ‘a 

naval force from Kent to East Anglia’ in 885 represents an undertaking of greater technological and 

strategic scope (ASC A-E). This was a grander fleet than those of the two earlier campaigns, and it 

captured 16 Viking ships before experiencing a defeat at the hands of yet a larger Viking force. It is 

of note that Asser (1904: 67) adds the detail that this Viking force was gathered from among the 

Danes of East Anglia, indicating that they were Scandinavian settlers defending regional interests 

rather than itinerant raiders. This engagement provides an important link between the earlier 

skirmishes and the naval campaign of 896 and suggests that the use of defensive fleets to deal with 

the Viking threat was not a sudden or spontaneous development; an idea reinforced by the fact of 

Æthelstan’s 851 naval battle at Sandwich. The 896 entry in the Chronicles, then, must not be read in 

isolation, but rather understood in the context of an evolving naval strategy. 

Edgar the Peaceful: History and Myth  

Edgar’s role in the development of the navy has been similarly exaggerated. Like Alfred, he built on 

the work of previous kings, but his reputation for naval prowess must be attributed, at least in part, 

to later identity-building mythologies. These credit Edgar with building upon Alfred’s legacy by 

instituting annual patrols of Britain to maintain the peace of the Isles and deter potential aggressors, 

suggesting a logical progression of maritime strategy over the intervening century—from a 

reactionary and defensive assembling of ships during the fraught years of Alfred’s kingship, to a 

proactive and aggressive fleet maintaining the peace Edgar inherited from Alfred and his heirs (cf. 

Pullen-Appleby, 2005). However, as we argue below, the truth is more complex. 

Much of Edgar’s reputation as a sea king was based on a charter dated as 28 December 964 (S 731; 

Darlington, 1968: 4–6),3 but now accepted to be a forgery of the mid-12th century by the monks of 
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Worcester (Brooks, 1974: 229; Barrow, 1992: 69–72; Thornton, 2001: 56), which describes Edgar 

as:  

…king of the English, and emperor and lord of all kings of the islands of the ocean which 

surrounds Britain and of the whole of the peoples who are under them…4 (Darlington, 1968: 

4) 

However, perhaps the most important element in Edgar’s reputation is an episode which seems to 

be at least partially based on fact; what Ann Williams (2004) has termed the ‘Outing on the Dee’. In 

the entry for the year 973, the D and E texts of the Chronicles (which were composed within 

decades of the event) state that Edgar was consecrated king in Bath and immediately after that the 

king took his whole [fleet] to Chester (Fig. 1), and six kings came to meet him, and all gave him 

pledges that they would be his allies on sea and on land. 

Though debate continues as to Edgar’s exact intent here, there is some scholarly consensus that 

Edgar’s trip to Chester, and an attendant ritual emphasizing the status of other Insular rulers as 

subreguli, are historically plausible (Barrow, 2001; Williams, 2004; Molyneaux, 2011; Roach, 

2019). The homilist Ælfric (2003: 606–607) confirms the Chronicles account of the event in his 

near-contemporary Life of St Swithun, which recounts that eight kings attended Edgar and gave their 

submission, though here there is no mention of the sea, nor of Chester. The same number of kings is 

also attested by the 12th-century historians John of Worcester and William of Malmesbury. 

However, in their retellings, upon arriving in Chester and meeting his client kings, Edgar arranged a 

‘triumphal procession on the river Dee,’ in which these lords rowed Edgar up the river as he steered 

(Darlington and McGurk, 1995: 422–425; William of Malmesbury, 1998: 238–241). 

As a metaphor, it is not a subtle piece of writing; the king of England guiding ‘Britain’ as other 

rulers do his bidding, and the tale is obviously being used by these Anglo-Norman historians in 

much the same way as 18th- and 19th-century British historians used that of Alfred’s building of a 

naval force: to establish a long-standing and hereditary right to regional control. However, the fact 

that other 12th-century historians, such as Henry of Huntingdon (1996: 322–325), stay close to the 

Chronicles narrative implies that John and William, known collaborators, were here engaging in 

12th-century political commentary (Thomson, 2003: 28–29). Curiously though, the ‘outing on the 

Dee’ element of the narrative seems to have become accepted by many commentators, probably 

because, as Williams (2004: 224) suggests, these accounts provide information not given elsewhere, 

primarily the names of the subreguli. Regardless of the provenance of the name lists, the ship-board 

ritual itself has little basis in the most contemporary accounts of Edgar’s coronation, and has 

something of a hagiographical quality amidst the panegyric prose both John and William use to 

describe Edgar’s reign. In his analysis of the event, David Thornton (2001: 76) argues that we can 

safely reject the ‘outing on the Dee’ as a ‘later flight of linguistic fancy’ without compromising the 
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overarching political nature of the voyage to Chester (cf. Roach, 2019: 92–96). Nonetheless, when 

the ‘outing on the Dee’ is considered alongside the more universally reported sea-voyage to Chester 

and the forged S 731, this does imply that Edgar garnered something of a reputation as a seafaring 

king in later times. Moreover, as a narrative imbued with English ‘nationalistic’ rhetoric, it has 

retained its potency in the popular imagination, along with the image of Edgar maintaining massive 

defensive fleets. 

Sebastian Sobecki traces the origins and development of that myth in some detail in the introduction 

to his edited volume, The Sea and Englishness (2011), returning us once more to Worcester (Fig. 

1), its historian John, and charter S 731. Sobecki (2011: 11–15) suggests that much of the 

perception of Edgar as maritime imperator derives from a tradition promulgated by the monks of 

Worcester Cathedral in response to the political uncertainty of King Stephen’s reign (1135–1154) 

and a perceived need by Worcester to bolster its claims to territorial and governmental rights. This 

is somewhat unconvincing, however, as it only explains the S 731 as a stand-alone artefact of a 

period post-1135, rather than a participant in a tradition of which John of Worcester was also a part. 

Julia Barrow (2001: 72) argues that S 731 was composed after John’s death in 1140, while 

Thornton (2001: 57) highlights that the entries in John’s Chronicon that relate the 10th century were 

apparently completed by 1123, during Henry I’s reign (1100–1135). In his paean for Edgar’s death 

in the entry for the year 975, John declares that Edgar: 

 …had assembled in his lifetime 3,600 strong ships for his own use, from which, when the 

Easter feast was over, he used to assemble 1,200 on the east coasts of the island, 1,200 on the 

west, and 1,200 on the north coasts of the island, and sail to the western fleet with the eastern, 

and that sent back [and so on], acting thus vigorously for the defence of his kingdom against 

foreigners and to train himself and his men in military exercises (Darlington and McGurk, 

1995: 424–427). 

If true, this would have been an extraordinary feat, made only the more extraordinary by the fact 

that, less than two decades after his reign, Æthelred was unable to keep Viking raiders from 

England’s shores, and there is little evidence that the young king had a standing fleet at his disposal. 

The only corresponding account, though not noting ship numbers, is once more to be found in 

William of Malmesbury’s Gesta regum Anglorum (1998: 256–257). This implies that, as Simon 

Keynes (2008: 22) suggests, both historians were working with a common source from Worcester, 

or that William copied John’s account during his later visit to Worcester. That William includes in 

his passage on Edgar’s fleets a nonsensical tale of bravado in which the English king forces the 

King of Scots to submit at the point of a sword in response for having called Edgar short (1998: 

254–255), does not much add to its plausibility. Nonetheless, John and William’s histories were 

well-known and widely distributed, and accounts of Edgar’s fleets and maritime prowess in texts of 

subsequent centuries can invariably be traced back to one or the other history. 
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Edgar’s vast fleets are a fabrication of Anglo-Norman origin that became attached to the narrative 

of his reign, transmitted into the modern era (for example Stubbs, 1891: 227). But the question 

remains, why did the monks of Worcester unilaterally promulgate a tradition of Edgar as a seafaring 

king? A likely point of origin for Worcester’s interest in Edgar’s fleet is a tradition, attested in S 

731, that the king granted Bishop Oswald sufficient lands to comprise a shipsoke during the latter’s 

tenure as bishop of Worcester (961–972). The shipsoke system of late Anglo-Saxon England 

obliged territories of a certain size to supply a fully manned ship (see Hollister, 1962: 110–115), an 

obligation that seems to have fallen heavily on ecclesiastical landholdings (Yorke, 1995: 129). In 

his will of c.1005, Archbishop Ælfric bequeathed warships to the men of Wiltshire and of Kent (S 

1488); in his will of c.1012, Bishop Ælfwold of Crediton left a ship of 64 oars to Æthelred (S 

1492). These gifts were no doubt intended to help their communities fulfil shipsoke obligations 

(Rodger, 1997:19–20). Ælfwold’s bequest has attracted some particular comment, as a ship of 64 

oars would be ‘among the giants of the Viking Age’ (Rodger, 1995: 400); however, as N.A.M. 

Rodger notes, we should take this guide of size with some caution as the number of oars need not 

equate to the number of oarsmen (cf. Hooper, 1992: 26–27). Based on the overt concern of Ælfric 

and Ælfwold (among others) with the provision of ships, alongside Edgar’s grant to Bishop Oswald, 

Barbara Yorke (1995: 128–129) argues it was likely an Edgarian innovation that the supply of ships 

should largely fall to his bishops. In support of this, both Sobecki (2011: 20) and Daniel Gerrard 

(2016: 70) point to a transcript of a post-Conquest legal case that describes the bishop of Worcester 

as having provided a ship and crew during the reign of Edward the Confessor (1042–1066) from 

exactly the region granted to Oswald (Heming, 1723: 80–83). 

Though this gives some basis for Edgar’s reputation as an able naval administrator (if not 

strategist), it does not explain why this was embellished into the ‘outing on the Dee’ and fleet of 

3600 ships. Clearly, John of Worcester and his colleagues were primarily concerned with 

legitimizing their claims to territorial control and self-governance, a practice that must be read in its 

12th-century political context. Keynes (2008: 4–5) notes that, in part, the attribution of the fleet to 

Edgar was an Anglo-Norman appropriation of English maritime power and Edgar as its exemplar. 

Barrow (1992: 69–72) points to the Benedictine reform adopted by Oswald and the expulsion of 

secular clergy at that time as the impetus for these later narratives, legitimizing their claims to 

authority seized at that time with reference to Edgar’s beneficence to the institution. In truth, these 

factors combine in the narrative of Edgar’s naval might. Politically, the Anglo-Norman elites could 

lay claim to an unbroken tradition of sea-power, while the monks of Worcester could demonstrate 

their role in its formation and continuation, arguing for the legitimacy and value of their territorial 

and governmental rights. With this rhetoric stripped away, we are left with hints of a reputation, of a 
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king remembered for his prowess at sea, but little clear evidence of the relationship between 

kingship and sea-power in the 10th century. 

Sea-Power Before the 10th Century 

As we have seen, though the origins of an ‘English navy’ may be unclear, English kingdoms were 

partaking in seaborne military activity since at least the reign of Æthelwulf in 839–858, but ships 

and sea-power had considerable cultural importance even before that. The naval victory of Elchere 

and Æthelstan of Kent in 851 cannot be understood as an impromptu or inaugural foray into 

maritime warfare, it is simply the first recorded instance of a victory for an English fleet. Both 

textual and archaeological evidence suggest that maritime power was fundamental to the exercise 

and perception of kingship in earlier centuries. For example, between 477 and 519 the Chronicles 

note four instances of invading Saxon war-bands arriving in flotillas of two to five ships and 

attacking the Britons (ASC A-F 477, 495, 501, 514). These are of particular note as early entries 

common to all extant Chronicles texts—the ‘Common Stock’. The Chronicles derive from Alfred’s 

reign in the late 9th century and a desire to construct a history of the West Saxons. While each 

recension has its own nuances depending where it was subsequently maintained or copied, the 

entries up to Alfred’s reign and his dissemination of the text narrate a common history with an 

attendant West Saxon bias (Konshuh, 2020). That this ideological reworking of the past extended to 

sea-power is evident when the entries narrating the Saxon invasions are contrasted with those for 

833, 837, and 840. Whereas the seafaring ancestors of the Anglo-Saxons conquered with a mere 

handful of ships, here the vikings could only defeat the Anglo-Saxons with overwhelming numbers, 

their armies numbering 33–35 sciphæsta (ship-crews) (ASC A-F 833, 837, 840). The foundation 

narrative of seaborne invasion recounted by the Chronicles is akin that told by Bede in his 8th-

century Historia ecclesiastica (1969: 48–53), often termed the adventus Saxonum. In fact, there is 

little doubt the Alfredian chroniclers were drawing on and adapting Bede’s history. That accounts 

of invading Saxons from the sea were retained and even enriched by these chroniclers suggests a 

conscious perpetuation of cultural memory and social approval of the seaborne invasions. 

Moreover, that the Chronicles recount a fleet of five ships in 495 as having been led by Cerdic, the 

purported progenitor of the Wessex royal house, points to a perception among elites that sea-power 

was foundational to their hegemony (ASC A-F). 

The archaeological record also suggests that sea-power was associated with leadership and high 

status. Such attitudes are borne out in the three known Anglo-Saxon ship burials from East Anglia: 

Snape 1 (c.550) (Fig. 1) and Sutton Hoo 1 and 2 (600–625) (Filmer-Sankey, 1992: 42; Carver, 

2005: 166). These were elite burials containing high-status grave goods, and it has been suggested 

that ship burial was an exclusively royal form of burial in 7th-century England; an idea which was 

only later adopted in Scandinavia (Filmer-Sankey, 1992: 41–43; Bonde and Christensen, 1993; 
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Evans, 2005: 260–261). Interestingly, the ship used in the interment in Sutton Hoo 1 appears to 

have been unusual in design (for the region), perhaps serving as a royal status symbol in itself 

(Evans and Bruce-Mitford, 1975: 429–435; Carver, 1995: 115–116; Pitt, 2019: 17; Tanner et al , 

2020: 14-21). Significantly, the elite Vendel-period ship burials at Valsgärde and Vendel in Sweden 

(Fig, 2) bear such significant similarities to these Anglo-Saxon interments in dating, staging, and 

layout, and grave goods, to have led to suggestions of a link between Swedish and East Anglian 

royal houses in the 6th and 7th centuries (Bruce-Mitford, 1974: 35–55; 1978: 91–99, 205–225; 

Evans, 1986: 46–49). Whether such direct links existed, the similarities between the Swedish and 

Anglo-Saxon ship burials of this time locate the English tradition within a wider Anglo-

Scandinavian practice of elite ship burials, suggesting it to be an inheritance of the migration 

period. With this in mind, the evidence of both archaeology and textual history points to sea-power 

as being culturally significant and symbolic of high status throughout Anglo-Saxon history, from 

migration through to the 9th century and into the 10th. As such, whether or not Alfred’s 

shipbuilding was truly innovative, whether or not Edgar patrolled the Isles with vast fleets, it 

remains that such reputations are emblematic of good (or powerful) kingship, imbued with meaning 

by a culture that privileged sea-power. 

Technology and 10th-century sea-power 

Of all the 10th-century kings of the English, Æthelstan (924–939)—not to be confused with the 

earlier-mentioned 9th-century King Æthelstan of Kent—made the best use of maritime power; 

however, in contrast to the detailed accounts of Alfred’s naval forays provided by the Chronicles, or 

even the circumstantial evidence for Edgar’s naval administration, we have comparatively little 

documentary evidence for Æthelstan’s military use of ships. Nonetheless, what we do have suggests 

he was capable and successful, likely representing a continued investment in shipbuilding and naval 

methodologies from the time of his grandfather, Alfred, and through the reign of his father, Edward 

the Elder (899–924). Under his reign, ships seem to have been used predominantly for raiding along 

the coast, which suggest a ship type not dissimilar to those used for this purpose by Viking raiders. 

Examples of this from the archaeological record may include the ships located at Oseberg, Tune, or 

Gokstad (Fig, 2) which, though Scandinavian, date to between c.830 and c.910 and were likely of a 

design familiar in England (Bonde and Christensen, 1993; Paasche, 2020). If Alfred’s ships really 

were larger than usual it is probable that the design was abandoned given their lack of 

manoeuvrability (see above) and it seems unlikely that either Edward or Æthelstan’s fleets used this 

type of ship, the former reportedly deploying 100 ships and the latter harrying the coast, to do so 

would have been prohibitively expensive for the one, and not practicable for the other. However, 

direct archaeological evidence for English ship technology is sparse, largely limited to the hulls of 

Sutton Hoo 1 and the Graveney ship (Fig. 1), both of which are problematic models for 10th 
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century maritime warfare. While Sutton Hoo was likely a warship, it predates the reigns of Edward 

and Æthelstan by some three centuries. The Graveney ship, on the other hand, is a remarkable 

survival of the early 10th -century, but because it was a cargo-ship, not much can be inferred from 

its design (Evans and Fenwick, 1971: 94–96; McGrail, 2014: 145–146). Other finds such as Sutton 

Hoo 2 and Snape 1 are severely degraded, variably recorded, and are also several centuries too early 

(Cameron, 1982: 321–322; Carver, 1995: 113–116). Otherwise, the archaeology of Anglo-Saxon 

seafaring only provides tantalizing glimpses into their maritime technology: wood-stain boat 

outlines in Snape 2 and 3; clench nails and roves in twelve 8th/9th-century graves at Caister-on-Sea 

(Fig. 1); descriptions of an early Anglo-Saxon ship uncovered at Ashby Dell in 1830 (Fig. 1) 

(Cameron, 1982: 321–322; Goodburn, 1986: 41–42; Filmer-Sankey, 2001). Ultimately, while these 

all serve to support the documentary evidence of Anglo-Saxon societies being seafaring societies, 

the English archaeology provides little clear evidence of 10th-century warship design or function. 

The best-preserved examples of warship design in the 10th-century North Sea world are 

Scandinavian, and from these it is perhaps possible to speculate on those ships used by Edward, 

Æthelstan and their successors. The Oseberg, Tune, and Gokstad ships are all Norwegian war-

vessels dating to the 9th or very early 10th century and have been recovered from ship burials. They 

were ocean-going ships of a similar construction (clinker-built), ranging from nearly 19 m in length 

(Tune), to 21.5 m (Oseburg), to 23.2 m (Gokstad) and with oars and sails (Bonde and Christensen, 

1993; Crumlin-Pedersen, 1997: 92; Bill, 2008: 172–174; Paasche, 2020: 41). Also dating to around 

the year 900 and located in a burial-mound, the Danish Ladby ship (Fig. 2) boasts a similar length 

(21.5 m), yet has a midship depth of only 1 m, leading to the conclusion that it was only intended 

for coastal navigation (Thorvildsen, 1957: 49; Sørensen, 2001: 54; Bill, 2008: 174). It is reasonable 

to assume that geography played a role in ship design here—Norway’s orientation toward the 

Norwegian and North Seas requiring ocean-faring vessels, while the Danes had also the relatively 

sheltered waters of the Baltic sea to navigate. It is also of note that, given the position of their 

respective coastlines to the British Isles, it was the Danes and Danish shipbuilding technology with 

which Southern England had most frequent contact. 

It follows then that Danish shipwrights constructed both ocean-going warships and longships more 

suited to regional navigation, and this is reflected in the archaeology, which shows a mix of ship-

types. It should be noted that the Danish longships discussed below, which date to the late 10th and 

early 11th centuries, have been located in non-burial, maritime contexts. The Hedeby ship (Fig. 2), 

which dates to c.985, a high-status clinker-built Danish vessel that appears designed for coastal 

navigation, is atypical as the narrowest ship found to date. This, combined with its 1.5 m depth 

amidships, its 30.9 m length, and 60-oar capacity, suggests development in design to maximize 

speed (Crumlin-Pedersen, 1997: 89–94). In length and depth this makes it comparable to the 
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Dublin-built Skuldelev 2, though that is known to have been a sea-going vessel both by virtue of a 

much wider beam, and having travelled from Ireland to Denmark—probably via England, so we can 

posit some Anglo-Saxon cognizance of this ship design. Notably, the immensely long Roskilde 6, 

also an ocean-going vessel, has similar beam and height to Skuldelev 2. That both date to the first 

half of the 11th century suggests that these represent the development of a standard design for 

Danish warships. (In fact, Jan Bill [2008: 174–175] argues that Roskilde 6 is hitting the 

technological limits of the time.) 

However, Danish shipwrights had not abandoned coastal designs, as demonstrated by Skuldelev 5 

(c.1025), a personnel-carrier measuring only 18.3 m in length and 1.1 m in depth, though with a 

beam wider than that of Hedeby (Crumlin-Pedersen and Olsen, 1968: 132–145; Crumlin-Pedersen, 

1997: 92; Bill, 2008: 176). In this it is comparable in size to the earlier burial-ships at Oseberg, 

Tune, Gokstad, and Ladby and, in many ways, likely those of 10th-century English fleets, which 

were primarily concerned with coastal defence (Swanton, 1999: 9). After all, the only occasions that 

we can presume Æthelstan deployed a fleet of ships outside of this context were in 936, when he 

sent aid to his foster son in Brittany and a fleet to Boulogne in support of his nephew Louis—in 

both cases as personnel-carriers—and in 939 when he dispatched a fleet to Flanders, again in 

support of Louis (Fanning and Bachrach, 2011: 28, 31). These short voyages hardly constitute 

ocean navigation and would not have required ocean-going vessels, though it does suggest that the 

ships Æthelstan used had sails as well as oars. Such personnel-carriers were not necessarily 

warships drawn from a standing fleet but may have been trading vessels, purpose-built for such 

journeys, that had been pressed into service (cf. Tsurushima, 2007). Otherwise, all reference to 

English fleets in the reigns of Æthelstan, Edward, and even Edgar, implies their use was for 

shoreline defence and/or raiding, and thus ships closer in type to Skuldelev 5 or Ladby (Cameron, 

1982: 326–327). 

Politics and 10th-century sea-power 

The inter-relation between a king’s reputation and a king’s mastery of the sea can be observed 

rather starkly in the evolution of English politics through the century. The ability of 10th-century 

kings to assert regional hegemony using maritime power derived from a confluence of 

technological advance and political stability, and the maritime fortunes of Alfred’s heirs, from 

Edward the Elder (899–924) to Æthelred II unræd [the ill-advised] (978–1013) varied greatly. A 

century that began with the continued expansion of the Wessex hegemony and the restriction of 

Scandinavian regional control within England, closed with renewed Viking aggression, emboldened 

by an ineffective English military response. 

As we have noted, Æthelstan used sea-power the most effectively of the 10th-century kings. 

However, his ability to look outwards, rather than solely to territorial defence, especially toward the 
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end of his reign, needs to be understood in the context of the military successes and innovations of 

both his grandfather Alfred, and his father Edward. There has been more ink spilled over Alfred’s 

administrative reforms and network of burhs than any other aspect of Anglo-Saxon military 

infrastructure, and it is not necessary to dwell on them to any extent here (for example Abels, 1998: 

194–207; Pratt, 2007: 93–112; Lavelle, 2010: 47–106, 209–234; Baker and Brookes, 2013: 43–

134). It is enough to know that Alfred’s defensive reforms were a largely fortification-based 

response to the Viking threat that provided the army greater flexibility to proactively respond to 

coastal and river raids (Pullen-Appleby, 2005: 11–20). The assumption that Alfred’s shipbuilding 

formed a part of this rejuvenated defensive strategy is likely a driving reason behind its wide 

acceptance, and generally positive portrayal, as part of Alfredian lore. This does, however, raise the 

problem that there is little reference in the historical record to Anglo-Saxon engagement in maritime 

warfare or the use of ships in the reign of Edward the Elder. The legacy of the burh system 

throughout the 10th century is certainly demonstrable, and Edward is explicitly recorded as having 

extended it to places such as Maldon and Towcester as he expanded the Wessex hegemony (ASC A 

916–917). Indeed, William of Malmesbury (1998: 196–197) assesses Edward’s ‘power and glory as 

king’ as being much greater than that of Alfred; a reputation founded in part on Edward’s 

continuation of Alfred’s military policies. Yet, in keeping with the land-based nature of the burhs as 

a defensive network, and the concentration of Edward’s military resources through his reign in the 

Midlands, his victories against seafaring marauders were won on land. The Chronicles record a fleet 

led by a rebellious ætheling (allied with the Danes) attacking Essex in 902; Edward’s response is a 

land-raid on the area (ASC A-D 902–903). Another fleet from Brittany (though apparently of 

Scandinavian origin) attacked Wales in 914; Edward defeated this group on land once they took to 

inland raiding (ASC A-D 914). Edward is recorded as having deployed around 100 ships in response 

to a Northumbrian betrayal in 910, but these serve as merely a distraction since the Northumbrian 

Danes and the English met in battle on land with the ships never recorded as having fought (ASC A-

D 910). Moreover, we know nothing of how the ships were supplied and manned: it remains that 

the earliest date that can be speculated for the introduction of the shipsoke system of naval 

administration is c.964–970, in the reign of Edgar (Darlington, 1968: 4–6; Williams, 1999: 117–

118). With no descriptive detail attached to Edward’s fleet, neither is there demonstrable continuity 

of either administration or technology between Alfred’s shipbuilding experiment of 896 and 

Æthelstan’s Scottish raids of 935. 

Æthelstan’s campaign in Scotland in 934 is widely reported. The Chronicles recount that ‘in this 

year King Æthelstan went into Scotland with both a land force and a naval force, and ravaged much 

of it’ (ASC A-E 934). This campaign is also reported in Historia de Sancto Cuthberto, an early 

11th-century compilation of histories which reports that Æthelstan travelled overland with the army 
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on the campaign, stopping at the community of St Cuthbert at Chester-le-Street (Fig. 1) as he 

progressed north (South, 2002: 64–65). The Historia does not mention the fleet, understandably 

focusing on the king’s visit to their community, but it does suggest that the campaign to Scotland 

was conducted both by land and sea, and that Æthelstan travelled with his army rather than on his 

ships. Perhaps the most remarkable assertion about the 934 campaign though is in the Historia 

regum attributed to Simeon of Durham, which states that Æthelstan ‘ravaged... with his fleet as far 

as Caithness’ (Arnold, 1885: 124). The apparent evolution in naval strategy that this suggests 

occurred in the 40 years between 896 and 934 is remarkable. Alfred had used his ships as a 

reactionary defensive tool in the face of Viking raids and had done so to varying success, having 

lost one recorded battle in 885 and over 60 men in his famed naval victory of 896. In contrast 

Æthelstan’s ships can be seen as operating within the mould of a Viking fleet, performing as a 

foreign raiding armada in pursuit of the expansion of English hegemony into Scotland. Clearly, the 

entire system of English maritime warfare had changed. 

Moreover, over those 40 years, attitudes to naval power had shifted. Æthelstan was deploying his 

fleet as a demonstration of royal power; the campaign to Scotland a military endeavour 

unprecedented in its scope within the context of the Wessex hegemony. Though Alfred and Edward 

had worked to bring Mercia and East Anglia under the West Saxon crown, these were English 

regions with, perhaps, even a supportive population. Further, there is no evidence Alfred or Edward 

used naval power in an offensive capacity in these endeavours; their campaigning into these regions 

were land-based military undertakings. Early in his reign Æthelstan had brought Northumbria and 

York under his direct control and, according to the Chronicles also added the King of Scots, 

Constantin II (900–943), the kings of the Welsh and, according to William of Malmesbury, the 

King of Strathclyde, as subreguli (ASC D 927; William of Malmesbury, 1998: 214–215). Yet, while 

Welsh kings do regularly witness Æthelstan’s charters (for example S 413, S 416, S 417, S 418), 

there is no record of Constantin doing so prior to 934, which Keynes (2015: 90) suggests we should 

read as an act of insubordination prompting the campaign of that year. Using the Chronicles (A-F 

934) as his source for his entry for the year, John of Worcester (Darlington and McGurk, 1995: 

388–391) suggests that this was indeed a retaliatory attack in response to Constantin’s infringing a 

treaty with Æthelstan (Firth, 2018: 44–48). This is only the second time the Chronicles record a 

combined land and naval campaign and, unlike Edward’s engagement in 910 in which the decision 

to deploy land forces developed as a result of the Dane’s response to his fleet, Æthelstan’s Scottish 

campaign is the first time such action had been coordinated. 

As a logistical accomplishment, Æthelstan’s invasion of Scotland should not be underestimated, 

and he clearly understood the value of sea-power to the expansion of his kingship. Noting Alfred’s 

oversized and ‘unnavigable’ ships in his attempt to repel the Danes at sea, Sarah Foot (2011: 165) 
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suggests that this campaign demonstrated that ‘West Saxon military technology and planning had 

obviously advanced substantially.’ Its effect is unquestionable; after this campaign Constantin can 

finally be found as a witness on a charter (S 426) dated 13 September 934, having been made to 

accompany Æthelstan to Buckingham. This act, taking the King of Scots into English territory and 

having him serve as subregulus to Æthelstan in the form of a charter witness is highly symbolic of 

English political dominance, a dominance in which the exertion of sea-power formed a clear part. 

However, it was an act that neither engendered good-will nor loyalty, and a mere three years later 

the Scots were in rebellion, fighting in a coalition of non-English allies at the Battle of Brunanburh. 

Though there is no evidence of the Anglo-Saxons using a naval force in this battle, the poetic 

Chronicles entry for 937 (The Battle of Brunanburh) locates the subsequent Anglo-Saxon victory 

within the tradition of the adventus Saxonum, declaring: 

Never yet in this island before this, by what books tell us and our ancient sages, was a greater 

slaughter made by the edge of the sword, since the Angles and the Saxons came here from the 

east, invading Britain over the broad seas, the proud warriors eager for glory, overcoming the 

Britons and winning a country. (A-D 937) 

Clearly seafaring and sea-power retained strong cultural symbolism into the 10th century; yet, as 

English political and military fortunes waxed and waned over subsequent decades there is little 

direct evidence of the exertion of sea-power. Æthelstan’s brother Edmund (939–946) lost some of 

his predecessor’s gains in the early years of his reign and had to reassert West Saxon control, with 

the Chronicles noting his annexation of Strathclyde in 945 and subsequent gifting of it to Malcolm 

King of Scots in return for his support on ‘land and sea’ (ASC A-F 945). Here the wording is 

familiar, reminiscent of the oath taking by the six (or eight) kings that swore allegiance to Edgar in 

Chester in 973. The wording in this latter, hi woldon efen wyrhtan beon on sæ 7 on lande (they 

would be his allies on sea and on land) so precisely reflects the 945 entry, hi wære his midwyrhta 

ægþer ge on sæe ge on lande (he would be his ally both on sea and on land), that it is tempting to 

read this as a formulaic motif of the Chronicles (ASC A-F 945; ASC D-E 973). However, while the 

945 entry is recorded in all extant Chronicles manuscripts, the latter only appears in the D and E 

texts which suggests, given the complex transmission history of the Chronicles, that we are more 

likely dealing with a genuine formula from a fealty oath of sorts. If so, this demonstrate an 

awareness of the importance of controlling the seas to effective kingship. 

The importance of sea-power is dramatically demonstrated by English maritime defeats at the end 

of the 10th century. Between 934 and 980, the Chronicles make no mention of naval warfare, nor of 

Scandinavian seafarers between 902 and 980, in which year we are told: 

 …in that same year Southampton was attacked by a naval force, and most of its citizens 

killed or taken captive; and that same year Thanet was ravaged; and the same year Cheshire 

was ravaged by a northern naval force. (ASC C 980) 
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Further raids are recounted in the years 981, 982, 988, and 991 (culminating in the famed battle of 

Maldon) (ASC C 981, 982; C-F 988; A, C-E 991). In 992 there is then a telling entry that ‘the king 

[Æthelred] and his councillors decreed that all the ships that were of any use should be assembled at 

London’ (ASC C-E 992), implying not only that the kingdom lacked a standing fleet, but that there 

was little confidence in the quality of what ships there were. Naturally, this raises questions as to 

what had changed—less than a decade after the death of Edgar, Viking raids had begun again in 

earnest. Certainly, the trend toward larger sea-going Viking ships has been noted and, moreover, 

that some of these appear to have been coming from the Scandinavian settlements in Ireland. The 

location of many of the earlier attacks noted by the Chronicle (ASC C 981, 982; C-F 988)—

Southampton, Cheshire, Devon, Cornwall, Dorset—could reasonably be understood as logical 

targets for attackers taking a westerly approach. It would stand to reason that the Irish Vikings 

would have knowledge of a weak English internal political system and a failing or inferior naval 

infrastructure sooner than their Scandinavian counterparts and thus be the first to take advantage of 

the situation. From 991 attacks are more often (though not exclusively) in the more traditional 

eastern regions of England around East Anglia and Northumbria, and the leaders of these forces are 

identifiable kings and lords of Denmark and Norway (ASC A, C-E 991; C-E 992–994). Æthelred’s 

first attempt to deal with Viking raids on a military footing was a fiasco, though the Chronicles 

record is somewhat confused, and the interpretations of that narrative by John of Worcester and 

William of Malmesbury only more so (ASC C-E 992; Darlington and McGurk, 1995: 440–443; 

William of Malmesbury, 1998: 270–273; Howard, 2003: 38–42). In summary, the ships gathered in 

992 were given to the control of four ealdormen, one of whom (Ælfric) either informed the 

Scandinavians of the forthcoming naval foray or challenged them to battle. Either way, Ælfric 

himself was not present for the engagement and received the chronicler’s censure for that neglect. 

Perhaps pointing to treachery, the Scandinavian mariners evaded the English fleet which managed 

to bring only one enemy ship to battle (though they do defeat this vessel). Later encountering a 

portion of the English fleet from East Anglia and London, likely following the dispersal of the 

ships, the Viking fleet appears to have won the subsequent sea battle. Here political instability, poor 

naval strategy, and a lack of reliable naval infrastructure combined to render English attempts at 

maritime defence futile. 

It is worth noting that in 1008, having endured 16 more years of raids (largely resolved piecemeal 

on an annual basis by the payment of tribute), Æthelred did attempt proactive naval defence. Here 

the king called on the shipsoke system established by his father Edgar, with a warship to be outfitted 

from every 300–310 hides, and helmet and armour provided by every eight hides (the latter of 

which C. Warren Hollister considers an extraordinary imposition [1962: 108–110]) (ASC C-E 

1008). Predictably, the political in-fighting that characterized Æthelred’s reign plagued a farcical 
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naval campaign the following year. One ealdorman took 20 ships under his command and 

proceeded to raid along the south coast of England. Another took 80 ships under his command to 

apprehend the former, but most of those were caught in poor weather and destroyed. When the news 

reached Æthelred: 

…the king took himself home, as did the ealdormen and chief councillors, and deserted the 

ships thus lightly. And the people who were on the ships took [them] back to London, and 

thus let the toil of all the nation lightly come to naught. (ASC C-E 1009) 

The Viking raiders returned and the king reverted to paying tribute. The author’s political 

commentary is explicit in the passage quoted, and his account of events should be read with a 

sceptical eye. Nonetheless, there is little reason to doubt the historicity of the core elements of the 

account—the use of the shipsoke, the creation of a fleet, the political disruption and military failure. 

Moreover, the narrative demonstrates a number of interesting things, both through its authorial and 

historical framing. Firstly, in characterizing the campaign as comically inept and directing his 

approbation toward the king, the chronicler gives further evidence of a cultural perception equating 

good kingship with effective sea-power. Secondly, that early 11th-century Anglo-Saxons could 

draw together the resources and expertise to build a fleet of over 100 ships in the space of a season 

speaks of a culture familiar with the sea and with shipbuilding. Thirdly, the independent operations 

of Æthelred’s ealdormen reflect the king’s reliance on their interest and investment for the provision 

and manning of the fleet, and the resulting control they retained over those ships they and their 

allies provided within it. Lastly, the sheer number of ships described, their apparent suitability for 

raiding, and their evident susceptibility to poor weather, once more suggests ships of a smaller 

variety designed to navigate coastal waters rather than rough or open seas. 

So what then is to be made of Æthelred’s manifest naval failures? There were a number of factors at 

play in Æthelred’s failure to successfully engage the Scandinavians at sea in the late 10th century; a 

failure that would ultimately see him lose his throne to the Danish king in 1013. Most of these 

derive from problems of political stability. Æthelred’s was a minority kingship until around 983, 

having inherited the throne at a young age upon the assassination of half-brother Edward the Martyr 

(975–978). There are strong implications in near-contemporary sources that Edward’s murder was 

affected by a conspiracy of nobles seeking to place the more compliant child Æthelred on the throne 

(ASC C-E 978; Byrhtferth, Vita Oswaldi, in Lapidge, 2009: 137–141). Added to this, many of the 

statesmen who had served former kings during times of conflict—men such as Archbishop Dunstan 

who came to initial political prominence in the reign of Æthelstan—were dying, severing 

connections to a more militarily aggressive society. Bearing in mind the 50-year gap between full-

scale naval engagements suggested by the Chronicles, and the near-century gap since foreign 

seafarers raided Anglo-Saxon shores, the men coming to the political fore can be assumed to have 
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had little experience in maritime military co-ordination. Indeed, we can presume that the minority 

administration was one more interested in personal benefit than defensive preparedness and, 

moreover, one with little appreciation for why such preparedness may have been necessary. Once 

the political in-fighting and defensive neglect became entrenched, there was little hope that the 

young king could restore the stability of earlier 10th-century kings. By 992 any fleets that Edgar 

had used to defend the Isles were evidently in poor repair and largely defunct, and clearly both Irish 

and Scandinavian Vikings were prepared to take advantage of this. Subsequent attempts to raise 

fleets to meet these raiders on their own terms were thwarted by the fractious political environment 

of Æthelred’s reign. While the extent of Æthelred’s personal culpability for the failures of his reign 

have no doubt been overstated, it remains that his kingship developed a reputation for weakness 

through subsequent centuries (Roach, 2016: 1–7). His inability to harness the sea-power so 

effectively used by his ancestors to enhance the Wessex hegemony was an intrinsic element of that 

shifting reputation. 

In conclusion 

The effective exercise of sea-power became increasingly important through Anglo-Saxon period, in 

part, for purely practical reasons. In the early period, English kings typically ruled small kingdoms 

with limited coastlines, but 10th-century kings aimed to exert control over all English kingdoms and 

throughout most of the island; an impossibility without an effective naval force. From Edward the 

Elder (899–924) to Æthelred II unræd (978–1013), kings throughout the 10th century sought to 

establish proactive and effective naval strategy and administration. Their ability to do so derived 

from a confluence of technological advance and political stability, with only those kings with 

standing fleets and (apparent) political unity able to bring their maritime power fully to bear. 

However, it is also clear that the practical need for English kings to exercise sea-power also drew 

from, and fed into, long-standing cultural symbolism around ships and seafaring, most obviously 

expressed in the presence of maritime features in early Anglo-Saxon burials, particularly in the 

royal burials at Sutton Hoo. Moreover, the power of the idea of the sea, and of the English as a 

seafaring people, can still be found in the 10th century and beyond. The Chronicles, and notably the 

Battle of Brunanburh, measured current events in the context of the Angles and Saxons coming 

across the sea centuries earlier. It suggests that the adventus Saxonum origin story, the idea of the 

sea found in Bede, was part of a wider narrative tradition upon which kings could and did build 

their prestige. Indeed, so pervasive was the ideal of effective maritime power, so intrinsically tied to 

the virtues of good kingship, that even centuries later it retained the power to legitimate the 

authority of 10th-century kings. 

 

Notes 
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1. The Anglo-Saxon Chronicles survive in six main manuscripts, A-F, each with its own variants, 

particularly after the reign of Alfred. Of the 851 skirmish, B and C manuscripts note only eight 

ships captured, A agrees with nine ships as does Asser in his Life of Alfred (1904), though these 

both omit the phrase gefuhton on scipum (fought on ships), or Latin equivalent. Citations 

throughout this article refer to the Chronicles as ASC with manuscript(s) and year (except where 

year is noted in-text). 

2. It is of note that the 875 entry in the Chronicle uses the word scip-here to describe the English 

fleet. A scip-here can be defined as a group of ships engaged in hostile action and, for simplicity, it 

is frequently translated as ‘navy’. In usage, however, the term lacks the specificity implied by 

‘navy’, and is not used to describe Alfred’s assemblage of ships in 896. 

3. Diplomas are cited throughout by their Sawyer, or ‘S’ number, as per Sawyer, 2010. 

4. Author translation of: Eadgarus Anglorum basileus omniumque regum insularum oceani que 

Britanniam circumiacent cunctarumque nationum que infra eam includuntur imperator et dominus. 
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